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Lives will always Matter. Melbourne Girls’ College is extremely fortunate to
have a diverse collective of students and staff and we pledge to continually
strive to ensure a comfortable, safe environment for everyone.
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Acknowledgement to Country
Melbourne Girls’ College would like to acknowledge
the traditional custodians of the land, the Wurrunjuri People,
and pay our respects to their Elders past and present as well as all
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lsander members of our community.

“Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly.”
Martin Luther King Jr.
The Senior School Executive

“Necessity breeds creativity”
In theme with this year’s “Resilience” Upstream Magazine, many restrictions
have been replaced with creative solutions.

2020 is certainly a historic year and we hope you enjoy the fusion of this years
memories through illustration, photography and video.
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From the

Principal
2020
UPSTREAM NOTE OF THANKS
AND ESTEEM
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a
brief note of thanks and esteem to this year’s
Upstream. What a year it has been with our Covid
vocabulary peppered with “iso”, “unprecedented”,
“MS teams” and “pivot”. Whilst learning more
about our wider education system in terms 2-4
and in the context of Covid 19 I kept reflecting
on our MGC context with its’ eye on the big
picture - sustainability, co-curricular experiences,
positive psychology and growth mindset. I am
grateful for Teams, Compass and emails which
have assisted me to remain connected to our
college. The expertise of our staff has ensured
that no matter what they face, student learning,
wellbeing and engagement will be at the centre
of their work. The innovation and resilience of all
has been tested with well-being in ebb and flow
at times but as always the MGC community has
emerged stronger than ever. The opportunities
of blending remote and on-site learning are
in taking advantage of this C19 disruption to
build on our definition of success which values
and authenticates the whole person being
“seen” including passions, character strengths,
experiential knowledge and aspirations.
To the Year 12 students, Ms. Sklavakis and Ms
Hanley, you have endured an array of experiences
which no one could have predicted during the
February Study Camp but you have supported
each other with kindness, intelligence, leadership
and strength. I wish you every success and look
forward to seeing your next triumphs beyond
MGC.

“

Do we settle for the world
as it is or do we work for
the world as it should be?

Michelle Obama
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Congratulations to our acting Principal, Brent
Houghton, who has lead MGC throughout terms
2-4 with masterful expertise and attention to detail.
Brent so ably supported by the excellent assistant
principals, Sefija Demirova, Andrew Arney and
Rachel Robertson. Every staff member’s name
should be listed here as all have been incredible
during this time.
The depth of leadership at MGC across all staff,
students and families has stood us in such great
stead.
Thank you all and see you in 2022.

From the

Acting
Principal
2020 is a year that we’ll never forget. This was the
year that we saw a global pandemic, a lot of fear,
the need for everyone to retreat to their homes and
a lot of things that we usually take for granted taken
from us, albeit temporarily.
It is worth reflecting on the adaptability that has
been shown by everyone in the MGC community
– from learning how to learn and teach in a
completely different way and learning how to be
connected to one another, when we couldn’t be
physically together. It’s the year when the tenets
of our wellbeing program - positive psychology,
developing a growth mindset, empathy and
gratitude - have never been more important
and they’ve certainly been demonstrated by our
students, staff and parents. This Upstream and
its focus on resilience is, we hope, a way to show
off the best aspects of what we have learned as a
school community from a very difficult year.
As I write this, the long, second lockdown is
winding down and there is hope that we won’t need
to enter another one. As well as resilience, I think
it’s also worth reflecting on the fact that our school
community and most particularly our young people
have shown great sacrifice this year, staying home
to reduce their interactions to protect the elderly
and those medically vulnerable. We hope that this
sacrifice can begin to be repaid in 2021 when we
get to have a little more normality at school and
more of the extracurricular activities that we know
our MGC students get so much from.
On a personal note, it has been an absolute
pleasure to lead this school as Karen has been
seconded to the region this year. I would like
to show my gratitude to the amazing team of
teachers, education support staff, leaders and
Assistant Principals that I am so fortunate to work
with. My task is also so much easier because of
the wonderful students, supported by their families,
that we have the pleasure to educate each day.
Onwards and upwards for 2021!
Brent Houghton
Acting Principal Melbourne Girls’ College

Kindest regards,
Karen Money
Principal Melbourne Girls’ College
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Student
Representative
Council

At the beginning of this year, the MGC SRC
of 2020 were eager to jump straight into the
resolutions from last year’s successful congress.
Resolutions are the suggestions that we receive
from the student body and aim to achieve each
year. Our captains, Campbell Perkins and Mia
Casey, made sure everyone had a task they were
working on, either individually or in small groups,
and were getting invested. Come to the end of
Term 1, when the COVID-19 pandemic was a
growing problem, a lockdown was on the horizon.
When term 2 online learning was announced, SRC
needed to abandon those previous resolutions
and find a way to connect the school community
remotely.
The SRC Weekly Newsletter was created, aimed
to engage our MGC peers with frequent activities
that lighten the weight of this pandemic and strive
to maintain a positive attitude school-wide. During
our weekly online meetings, we collaborated
to assign each member a task to do, keeping
everyone busy and contributing to this newsletter
that would be published every week. It also
included up to date reports on the coronavirus
situation and provided the important information to
keep everyone safe and healthy as well as bringing
attention to the importance of following these
guidelines to ensure the wider community’s safety.
During the short period of face to face learning
at school, the SRC also managed to execute the
annual ‘Eggmail’, delivering what would usually
be Easter eggs (replaced with regular chocolates)
to the students and helping bring some positivity
to the school community. We have continued to
provide the ‘SRC Weekly’ every week of online
learning as well as developing plans to go ahead
with the annual SRC Congress and adapting it to
take part online.
Mia Casey & Campbell Perkins
Photos at right from Eggmail by Roxy Robson

SRC INITIATED STUDENT MEME SUBMISSIONS
Open camera on phone, hover over code to link to video or check online
via below URL to view the student meme submissions.

School
Council
Like everyone else in the world the 2020 school
council dominant theme has been the COVID-19
Pandemic. Our very first meeting of the new
2020 council, socially distanced at the school
has been our only face to face meeting. We have
continued with our meeting schedule throughout
the year via Microsoft Teams. With Karen Money’s
secondment for terms 2-4, our priority as a council
has been supporting Brent and the principal team
in providing support to the staff and students
as they have navigated a year like no other. Our
focus is always, putting the students at the centre
of our decision making.
When a positive case was identified at school we
made sure that we provided whatever support was
required, and wrote to the Department of Education
to express our disappointment at the length of
time the contact tracing took and suggested
improvements if the situation arose again.
Whilst we were disappointed that many events did
not take place in 2020, we are pleased at the level
of refunds that the finance staff were able to return
to parents and students, we have also looked at
our policies to ensure that our students have the
best chance of a “normal 2021” schedule but
wherever possible reducing the financial risk to the
school.
We have seen the first year of the roll out of the
school’s alumni program which even on zoom has
provided opportunities for our students to hear
first hand the different paths that former students
have taken. There have been a number of new
sustainability initiatives and uniform suggestions
that will come to fruition in future years.

With a number of new members of school council
this year, the reality of not being able to physically
meet has been a challenge, but all of the members
have made the best of the situation and ensured
that they attended regularly and contribute to the
discussions.
As I write this, students have started face to face
learning at school again, whilst I am very hopeful
that this is the end of home learning, the staff,
students and whole school community should all
be congratulated for embracing new technology
and new ways of learning, for coping with the
“new normal” and finding ways to stay connected
and support each other.
Heather Pritchard
School Council President 2020

vimeo.com/470032487/c0f6091250
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We would like to recognise the efforts of all the Captains
across the board in 2020 who strived beyond the virtual
confines of Remote Learning to keep the Melbourne Girls’
College community connected during these tough times. As a
Senior School Executive, we enjoyed creating an opportunity
for students to get to know the personalities of staff better
through our You Can’t Ask That (YCAT) series, to create shared
experiences through the Connection Calendar and to look after
our physical wellbeing through online Zumba sessions. The 2020
Executive’s perspective has broadened our MGC community to
encompass issues of social justice such as Black Lives Matter.
We are proud of the progress we have made at MGC and look
forward to seeing how the movement will evolve within our
school in the years to come.
Our MGC education in resilience has prepared and equipped
us to draw from our character strengths in order to influence
our ability to embrace the positive, endure the mundane,
and navigate and manage the struggles. Our resilience as a
community is what continues to allow us to positively adapt to
adversity, making it a very apt theme for 2020.

The 2020 Senior School Executive

LEADERSHIP

take 10 {mins}

This year’s theme was “Take Ten Minutes” to remind our peers
to look after both their mental and physical health in times of
prolonged stress and to not feel guilty for having a much-needed
rest in between our studies. We are incredibly proud of the way
students and staff have been able to remain calm and persistent
during all of this inconsistency. Whilst our time as College CoCaptains have challenged our expectations of what leadership
should look like in every way possible, we are incredibly grateful
to be so heavily involved in such a supportive and empathetic
community and our hearts go out to every one of you who has
stood by us and redefined the meaning of leadership in 2020.
Lucy Vogel, Ophelia Murray and Veronique Villis
College Co-Captains 2020

‘Pandemic’.
‘Remote Learning’.
‘Unforeseen circumstances’.
‘My camera isn’t working’.
Women in Rotary International Women’s Day Breakfast

These weren’t the phrases we expected we would be hearing
on a daily basis when the clock struck twelve on January 1st,
2020. We know we are not the first to say that what lay in store
for us in 2020 was nothing like we could have ever predicted.
This year, all aspects of Leadership have had to be modified in a
way that suited our new online reality. With renovation difficulties
preventing large gatherings in the gym during term one, and
term two seeing the pandemic stunting the possibility of
whole-school assemblies, MGC’s leadership teams had to find
alternate ways in which to connect with the student body.
Alliance of Girls’ Schools International Women’s Day Breakfast

You Can’t Ask that
Open camera on phone, hover
over QR code to link to video or
follow use the URL below.
vimeo.com/showcase/7787232

Junior Ambassadors

8

The 2020 Middle School Executive
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FIRST DAY OF YEAR 7
My first day of year 7 at Melbourne
Girls College, I was a little nervous,
excited and really happy to see my
friends again. On the first day I started
taking 3 trams too school which
was a big adjustment and a true
adventure. Arriving to school I was
greeted warmly by nice teachers and
new friends.

W he n w e co
uld be clos
er th an i.5
m et re s

Matilda Skinner 7M1
REMOTE LEARNING ACTIVITIES
(COMPETITIONS/ASSEMBLIES)

fox
w n th e flying
zooming do

Remote learning and lock down
has been really hard. The Wellbeing
activities created important
opportunities to reconnect, share
experiences and have fun.
Lulu Macdonell 7R1
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Some of the things that helped the
most to get through these tough
times was the funny, enjoyable
and engaging competitions along
with entertaining and informative
assemblies. We all always felt like
we knew what was going on, and
had something fun to do, to take our
minds off everything going on. A few
of the most cherishable activities
included isolation videos that made
everyone laugh, an Anzac Day
competition that encouraged creativity
and endless riddles in assembly.
We’ll leave you with this; I have lots of
memories, but I own nothing.
What am I?
Aanya Ranjan and Ada Breach 7C2

From beginning Orientation Day in our brand-new space for Year 7 on Level
3, to the craziness of Remote Learning 1.0 and 2.0, 2020 has certainly been a
roller coaster ride. The Year 7s have shown resilience and determination well
beyond their years. They been kept busy with a plethora of learning activities
and competitions that mean that even though they have spent the majority of
the year physically apart, they have remained connected as a year level. Here
are just a few memories recorded by our fantastic students over the year:

YEAR 7 STUDENT COUNCIL

YEAR 7 CAMP

Participating in the Student Council was
one of the most rewarding experiences
I’ve had. It allowed me to grow as a
person and express my voice.

Year 7 Camp had to be the highlight
of the year! (Not that 2020 was one
for ‘highlights’) It was awesome
connecting with teachers and
classmates and making friendships
that’ll last throughout high school.
Camp definitely made the year 7
cohort a more open and comfortable
community.

Brooklin Bouphasavanh 7L1
We organised a celebration for the
end of Term 1, we all worked together
and produced a fun, and exciting well
being lesson for the Year 7 Students.
Lucy Alexander 7L1
YEAR 7 COUNCIL WELLBEING
CELEBRATION
IN TERM 2
It was such a joyous experience
watching everyone have fun together
participating in the activities we, the
Semester One Year 7 Student Council
had planned. Remote learning had
been challenging for all of us in its own
way, so being together again brought a
priceless feeling.
Meera Datt 7R1
Crisp folds, and a strong throwing arm
would be needed to win the paper
throwing competition, I decided.
Paper plane making and throwing is
an art, an art I am not even close to
knowing the secrets of. I mean, the
impressive 15 centimetres my plane
flew speaks for itself, really.
Freya Swannell 7L2
SWIMMING CARNIVAL
This year we all went to MSAC for
the first activity of the year… The
swimming carnival. This was the first
activity all the Year 7’s had come to
whilst being at MGC. There was a lot
of competitions you could compete in,
and there were some activities as well.
You could do Zumba in the water, and
you could even dunk your teacher with
water, which I enjoyed!

Cate Leonard 7M1
Although the giant swing was only 1
physical part of Year 7 camp, it feel
like it summed up the whole entire
experience! You were nervous before
hand, it was such a thrill during the
leap of faith and when it was over it
was a little disheartening. But one
thing was for sure, you knew that you
would do it again in a heart beat!
Lily Bartram 7M1
YEAR 7 COURTYARD
Everyone thought the Year 7
Courtyard word just be a cold place
that no one went to, but honestly it
was the opposite, everyone sat there
at breaks, laughing, screaming and
making memories. We are so thankful
for the area and can’t wait to see new
future Year 7s making their memories
there too.
Daisy Daniels 7L3
The Year 7 Courtyard was opened
in June. Daisy and I, plus a few other
students had the opportunity to open
the Year 7 Courtyard it was a really
fun experience. The courtyard is a
really popular area to sit, eat and talk
with your friends.
Estelle Watkins 7C1

Sarah Edbrooke 7M2
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Nature art created during rotations

Facc
us

What can we say about Year 8 2020? The elephant in the
room was remote schooling. What do the Year 8s say about
it? “Long”, “Inspiring, enjoyable, fun!!!!” , And “tedious” . Yep
that about sums it up.
In Wellbeing we started the year thinking about big issues
and collaboratively researching and presenting solutions.
Little did we know we would be facing the biggest issue of
our time. Students wrote lockdown journals, poetry, creative
anthologies, cooked for their families, created Art all at home.
They enjoyed their first remote incursion – Digital Thumbprint
in Lockdown 101. Year 8s had to learn to be independent and
self-reliant. But it was tough! Everyone learnt something, even
if it was that school was after all a style of learning that some
find necessary; when it was taken away, we suddenly realised
how important it was.

A tile created on WellB day for the House Mural.

A highlight? For some it was our Wellbeing Day. It was a little like life, it did not run
perfectly. And there were bits that disappointed. But one thing that was great was being
together, dancing and creating. A highlight was creating a tile for a house mural.

BIOLOGY

We kept up our spirits in Wellbeing by moving through
rotations focusing on our physical, mental and social
wellbeing; whether it was writing letters to the aged care
facilities, creating mandalas, giving impromptu speeches,
taking photographs or getting outside for some nature art.

We know 2020 has been like no other!
Year 8 Level Leader
Shaunagh O’Connell
Jordan Evans (Semester1)
Katelyn Walters (Semester 2)

For Wellbeing Day, The Butterfly Foundation started the day
talking about ways to be kind to yourself; ways to encourage
our inner mate and quieten the inner bully. One student wrote,
“Thanks! This talk really inspired me and probably everyone
else.” Later we had a dance party. It was certainly weird
dancing in our own little rooms but seeing others doing the
same as us lifted our spirits!
Wellbeing remote style allowed us to include our pets.

Dance Party on Zoom

Our Year 8 Classroom
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Learning in Lockdown through images
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Every school year brings its own set of challenges,
but 2020 seemed determined to take top spot.
Yet, whether we were going to school, learning from
home, hand washing, mask wearing or news watching
– the Year 9s rose to the occasion at every twist and
turn, showing resilience, kindness, patience and goodhumour.

Photo by Maggie Chong

To commemorate the year that was, we asked our Year 9
Students to show us what Learning in Lockdown felt like
through words and images.

Hu
ma
nit
ies

Year 9 Level Leaders
Jordan Evans, Andrew Beck, Isabella Oddie
Yea
r9

Learning in Lockdown through words

Photo by Chanumi Liyanage
E
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2020 has been nothing short of a rollercoaster.
There were highs, and many lows for everybody.
Not just in our little part of the universe, but all
around the world. Everyone experienced pain,
loss, and love in very different ways to very
different measures. But, with the MGC teachers,
students, and staff – we managed to pull through.
I’m excited to see what 2021 brings us all, and
proud that we dealt with it together.

2020, the year of transformation.

Beatrice James

Where impossible became
possible, normal was just a
dream and a new normal was
ours to create.

Elodie Dillon

learning in
lockdown

Photo by Livi Tribe
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Quinn Simpson-Tuckey

Year 9 Performing Arts Compilation Video.
Link and QR code also appears
on Performing Arts Page
Open camera on phone, hover
over code to link to video.
vimeo.com/showcase/7506933
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THANK YOU.
Teachers: for trying to make online okay.
Dance teachers: for trying to make Zoom feel like the studio.
Friends: for making me laugh.
2020: for nothing.
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Photo by Cara Srblin Comelli
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Before 1.5m was a thing ...
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and then ...
INDEPENDENT LEARNING & ONLINE ACTIVITIES
TO KEEP CONNECTION
Wellbeing Activities
Question of the day
Watching animal videos
Yoga
Show and tell
Nature scavenger hunt
The invisible cow
Tell a joke
Habits we would like to keep vs habits we would like to change
Cooking
Find 5 things you have in common with the students in your channel group
Anna Crosswhite
Year 10 Level Leader
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Tonia Douglas-Scarfe
Assistant Year 10 Level Leader
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Year

A RECAP OF THE YEAR ACCORDING
TO 11G ENGLISH
The year started with a bang as we thought
it was going to be a normal year only to be
confronted with a worldwide pandemic.
We were given a fancy new study centre,
which we cautiously used under the
threatening gaze of the Year 12s.
VCE was overwhelming and weird and
then Term One abruptly ended with the
closure of the school. due to the Covid-19
virus.
In Term Two, teachers and students spent
the first week trying to use Microsoft teams
and we experienced the very first remote
learning.
In Term Three we returned to the
classroom thinking everything was
back to normal.

And worked on their photography skills, Thiruvani Arunachalam Elanthenendral

But alas, no

We realised this was going to last a lot
longer than we had initially thought.
At the time of writing, the pandemic is
still in full swing and we are in stage 4
restrictions
Despite the challenges… we are still
functioning

2020 in six words or Less
‘Unexpected and chaotic series of events’
Mansi Upadhaya
‘Unexpected, unique, ambitious, collaborative, exciting, peaceful’
Mia Casey
‘Save your tears for the pillow’
Alessia Ieraci

and have learnt that we can deal with VCE
and a pandemic.
Class Contribution from 11G
Our Senior School Executive representatives

BIOLOGY

Students aspiring to great heights in their skills for success incursion.
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Faccus

super happy

Laura Milford and Abigail Williams
were winners of the Year 11
Meme competition with these
contributions

Students honed their baking skills during lockdown.
Billie Hoban, Tilda Fitzgerald and Claudia Montjouris
created this masterpiece.
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Year 12 Life in Iso Video
Link and QR code also appears on Wellbeing Page
Open camera on phone, hover over code to link to video.
vimeo.com/showcase/7506440
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Swimming

diving into 2020

22
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In 2020 we have all had to practise
our resilience, kindness and
gratitude.
At MGC, both staff and students
have worked together to support
each other.

1

One of our biggest challenges was
the move to Remote Learning.
While presenting some hurdles,
this has also provided us with the
opportunity to be creative and learn
new skills in our attempts to look
after each other’s wellbeing
While online, MGC staff have
adapted and included a variety
of activities to foster wellbeing in
their lessons. We’ve seen teachers
incorporate online mindfulness
sessions, scavenger hunts
around the house and cooking
competitions. We’ve held remote
quiz competitions, a 10,000 Step
Challenge and even created a staff
video to share with the community.

2

MGC students have also supported
each other’s wellbeing. Our
students have been leading the
charge by organizing Zumba
sessions for the community, teacher
editions of “You Can’t Ask That”
and a host of online presenters to
keep the community connected.

3

MGC Aerobics moved online in
2020 to continue training, stay
connected, maintain physical
fitness, and improve strength.
Athletes and coaches adapted
quickly to these new restrictions
and developed innovative ways
to continue training from home.
This included skill and routine
development, flexibility and mobility,
as well as strength and fitness
training.

1

At the start of the year, the Level
6 and 7 athletes had their first
State Trial. The girls were able
to showcase their new routines
to a panel of judges in the
hope to qualify for the Victorian
State Team and compete at
the Australian Championships
in May. Unfortunately, that was
the only event for the year as all
competitions have since been
cancelled including Nationals in
Queensland, which has always
been a highlight of the Aerobics
year to celebrate the efforts of all
participating athletes.

Aerobics
However, in addition to training
online, Gymnastics Victoria (GV)
moved some competitions online
allowing clubs from different gym
sports across Victoria to compete
in different gymnastics themed
competitions. MGC aerobics
participated in the aerobics
competitions and it was a blast
working on the routines and
filming them!

4

Congratulations to everyone for the
wonderful team work in 2020.
Lisa Rosos
Learning Specialist: Visable Wellbeing

Wellbeing
Photo Captions
1 Mindfulness and Origami during online learning
2 Wellbeing in Isolation (Hannah Dowling Year 7)
3 Isolation Portraits with Ms Bathgate
4 Year 7 Wellbeing Celebration Class
5 Mindful Origami with Ms Hanley
6 Online learning dress ups with Ms Ansons
7 Staff Baking Competition (Ms Hajzler’s carrot cake)
8 Mindfulness and sand art during Online
9 MGC 10,000 Steps Competition during
online learning (Keira Lindemans, Yr 8)

6

lockdown

5

Despite the challenges of this year,
students have continued to show
resilience and have continued to
work hard towards their goals and
continued participating in the MGC
aerobics program.

2

3

Please enjoy the videos from State
Trial, GV aerobics competition, the
Lockdown Challenge, and some
photos that sum up MGC Aerobics
in 2020.

stars

Catriona Cameron-Martin
Aerobics Leader

7
4

Aerobics 2020 Playlist

Wellbeing Videos
Photo Captions

Wellbeing
Video Nutbush
8
24

9

vimeo.com/452438930/48972ab748

Year 12 Iso Videos also
appear on the Year 12 page
vimeo.com/showcase/7506440

1
2
3
4

Level 4s splits - online training
State Trials
Training with pets
L6,7 Online training

vimeo.com/showcase/7506459
25

Yr 10

Year 8 - Food Technology

Year 9 - Creating Global Flavours

Students in year 8 continued building upon their
practical skills and knowledge during remote learning
this year. Each practical lesson they produced a dish
that celebrated one of the five food groups from The
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating. Students enjoyed
the opportunity for hands on learning and produced
high quality dishes.

In Creating Global Flavours students were
introduced to a variety of cuisines, ingredients and
cooking techniques from around the world.
Yr 9

During remote learning students continued to
engage in practical lessons, preparing meals from
various cuisines in their own homes,
showcasing their cooking and preparation skills.
Year 10 - Food for Life

Yr 10

Yr 8

In Food for Life, students worked on refining and
demonstrating a range of complex processes
and methods of cooking. Students prepared a
range of dishes that contributed to their ability to
become an informed food consumer.
Yr 8

Yr 9

Food

Technology

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 8

Yr 8
Yr 8

whipping it up in lockdown

Yr 10

Yr 8

Yr 8
Yr 10
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Yr 8

Isabelle Sword
Technology Assistant
Katelyn WALTERS
Food Technology Teacher

Antonia Zevra
Food Technology Assistant

Yr 9

Yr 10
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Year 7 Design Technology
These are ‘Crazy Creatures’ brought to life during
lockdown by hand sewing ‘found’ fabrics from around the
home. Here are some of Year 7s wonderful, character
filled creations and one of their amazing movies.

Design
Technology
I felt that I was able to get a better knowledge
of sewing and all the correct techniques. I did
find it a bit challenging when I had to think of a
completely new idea that would not include many
of the utensils that we were exposed to at school.
But I do think that my isolation softie turned
out pretty well. Next time I think I will try to work
getting my stitching nice and neat. Other than
that, I am pretty proud of what I did.
Mia Chapman 7C2 

Year 9 Fashion Design
Students were tasked with trying to complete either their
piece of sleepwear or upcycling old garments. These
are just some of their clever outcomes.

As I didn’t get the material for the legs at school I
had to use my own fabric from home which I
had to find the closest match. I couldn’t find an
exact match but I think the darker legs makes
it a bit more crazy and it also look very cute,
so I am very happy with that.

Year 9 Textiles – Carry It Challenge

Amber Papadopoulos 7L1

Satchel Bag 

Students analysed bags they had at home and applied
this knowledge to design a bag that could be made
from a combination of the fabric they had screen
printed at school and materials they could find at home
that could be re-used.

Year 10 Costume Design
Yr 7 Design Technology Stop Motion
Scan the QR code through the camera
on your phone, or link through the URL
below

Students had to design and create their own costume for a
new character to appear in the Rise of the Guardians movie.
They used whatever materials they had to hand and produced
some truly amazing outcomes. They learnt to think outside of
the box and everyone was truly impressed by their creativity.

I like the how it is held over the
shoulder. It is a good shape
for what it needs to hold. The
shape is good for a heavy
weight. Good how it can have
a closure/ fastening to keep
things from falling out.

Duru Gurcan, 9TD

vimeo.com/453898168/b485cb10aa
Year 10 Interior Design K
 itchen Garden Challenge

I was very proud of my ability to adapt and be creative
with the materials I had found. I am very proud of my final
pieces and I have been wearing them when I have been
out and about, to test their wearability and aesthetic
properties. I have found them wearable, comfortable and
fashionable; I look forward to wearing them in the future.

It was the first lockdown when we decided to modify our upcycle project to design and make a kitchen garden to grow
herbs or vegetables as we did not know if food would be in
short supply. Our gardens were to be constructed primarily
from what we could find at home or could be purchased from
Bunnings which was still open during STAGE – 3.
Some of the Kitchen Garden Challenge Designs can be
seen through the Qr code and URL below!

Louella Breach 9JD
Scan the QR code through the camera on
your phone, or link through the URL below
Year 9 Jewellery Design
While trialling new ideas and making my
sustainable jewellery pieces, I gained lots of
new knowledge, one of which was how to thread
and rope plastic bag strips and bend wire
effectively. I also learnt a lot about how to persist
and follow ideas as they crop up, particularly
when I had one idea for a design and it didn’t
work, I tried and succeeded with another.
Lucinda Op’ T Hoog, 9JD

Utilizing whatever they could find in/around their house,
9JD students made a sustainable jewellery piece or
range of pieces from recycled/upcycled materials.

vimeo.com/475300004

Jo Jepsen
Technology Leader
Carol Busetti
Design Technology Teacher

Hazel Etheridge
Design Technology Teacher

Yr 7 Recycled Bottle Bird Feeder
Scan the QR code through the camera on
your phone, or link through the URL below
vimeo.com/475297453
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Chinese
Language

Confucious
Classroom
Dragon Boat Festival Fun Activities

Students in Chinese continued to
produce exemplary work during
remote learning.

Traditional Chinese Festival
Celebrations

2020 was undoubtedly the most
challenging year for all students in
Victoria. It is even more challenging
for students learning a foreign
language. Chinese is amongst
the most difficult languages to
learn. However, we are very proud
of our students’ resilience and
achievement during this difficult
time. Below are some of the
examples of our Year 10 and 11
students’ work during remote
learning.

Duck egg making - Stella winner of the
competition

Bracelets making - Lucia and Piper

Chinese Second Language VCE
Units 1/2 – Presentational task

Year 10 Chinese Project by Victoria Trentin

Language connects people. In
a time of the pandemic, people
need even more support from
each other than before. This task
was designed for all Chinese
students to apply what they have
learnt to express themselves:
What are some suggestions on
mental and physical health during
the pandemic? It is precious that
you can connect with the wider
community, understanding how
important communication is and
how it supports our daily life.

Duck egg making - Alice, Jessica,
Jaime, Maddy
Photos Above: Matilda Smithers in Beijing
participating the global final for the
speaking competition

Congratulations to our 2019
graduate Matilda Smithers who
has received pre-admission from
Nanjing University! Matilda was the
winner of the 2019 Global Village
Chinese Speaking Competition in
Australia in the Chinese Second
Language category.

On the 25th of June, our students
celebrated the traditional Chinese
Dragon Boat Festival. Wearing fivecolour string bracelets is a Dragon
Boat Festival custom. The five colours,
green, red, white, black and yellow,
are the lucky colours in ancient China,
which represent a wish of long and
healthy life. The girls enjoyed making
the colourful bracelets and putting
them around their wrists.
Another tradition of the Chinese
Dragon Boat Festival is to make a
colourful net and put boiled eggs
into the net. It is believed that
hanging the eggs on children’s necks
would help to defuse the bad luck and
misfortune.
Zongzi is the most popular Dragon
Boat Festival food. It is a sticky rice
dumpling with meat or red bean paste
wrapped in bamboo leaves. Each
student chose their favourite flavour of
Zongzi and they enjoyed this delicious
food.

Having Zongzi - Tiana
Putting on bracelets - Holly

Lucy Chen
Confucious Classroom Leader

Colourful net making - Evie and Maggie

Year 11 Chinese SAC - How to keep healthy
during the pandemic
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Year 11 Chinese COVID-19- Poster
by Rachel Phung

Year 11 Chinese COVID-19-Poster
by Grace Palumbieri

Duck egg net - Faith

Peking Opera poster by Jessica Bell
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Une journée typique de ma vie
D’habitude je me réveille à sept
heures et demie du matin. Je me lève
tout de suite.

French
Language
Reflection on winning
the Berthe Mouchette Senior
French Competition
Participating in last year’s Berthe
Mouchette competition was a
rewarding experience, which allowed
me to apply my language skills in
a foreign environment. Thus, I was
eager to take part again this year.
Of course, the prestige and difficulty
of the competition had me nervous
all over again, but I reminded myself
that I was doing it for the practice
(as both the written and oral exams
mimicked the VCE French Units 3/4
exams), so didn’t have anything to
lose. Rather, my participation would
contribute towards preparing me for
next year, when my marks would
matter.
Suffice to say, each exam was
challenging and pushed me out
of my comfort zone: I had never
engaged in French conversation for
fifteen minutes, nor had I ever sat a
paper two and a half hours long! So,
placing second overall was a huge
shock and I’m extremely proud.
I now realise my capacities as well
as a little bit about what to expect
come year twelve, both of which
give me a sense of confidence.
Quelle expérience formidable!
I didn’t specifically study for the
competition, wanting to see what
I knew and what I could do. Thus,
I decided I would take part again
this year. The prestige and difficulty
of the competition had me nervous
all over again, but I was doing it

Puis, je me brosse les cheveux dans
la salle de bains.
Je me coiffe rarement pour l’école.
Je ne maquille jamais pendant la
semaine pour l’école
From L to R: Rebecca Gibson, Tilly Currie, Hannah Benhassine and Ariana Costovic

Le 14 juillet – avec une bouteille d’Orangina!
As part of the Bastille Day celebrations to celebrate la liberté, l’égalité et la
fraternité (or should that be la sororité – sisterhood?) Some Year 10 students
back briefly at school from Remote Learning were able to taste and toast French
culture through the distinctively shaped Orangina bottle and the essence of the
famous French soft drink.

for practice! I didn’t have anything
to lose! Rather, I would get to
experience what a VCE French oral
and written exam could look like.
Quelle expérience!
In having learnt French for almost
three years, each day becoming
increasingly fascinated by the
language and culture, I was eager
to seize the opportunity to apply my
skillset in a different environment.
Participating in orals at school, while
challenging, are not necessarily
worrying for I know the ‘examiner’,
making me feel confident. Thus,
having to perform in front of a
stranger uncertain of my abilities
(or even lack thereof) struck me for
it suggested I would have to use
the mere several minutes provided
to appeal, impress and show-off
what I had learnt. I felt this was
mimicking the VCE French orals,
and as I commence VCE next year,
was a large reason why I wanted to
participate in the competition.

knowledge and exposing me to
what was to come, as well as
listened to poem recitals and
rehearsed extensively, bettering
my listening abilities in regard
to deciphering foreign texts and
becoming further accustomed
to the French manner of
pronunciation.
I’m extremely proud of my efforts
and the outcome, and I feel a sense
of confidence in my capacities.
My placement proves to me the
importance of staying on top on my
French work because the subject is
so cumulative.
Quelle expérience inoubliable!
Neha Lal , Year 11 French
Overall Runner Up in the Competition

Après, je mange le petit déjeuner
dans la salle à manger. Je mange
habituellement des céréales ou du
pain grillé au petit déjeuner.

Learning and speaking French
during COVID – merci Vanessa!
The burden on students during COVID
has been considerable, but thanks to the
focus of their teachers and the aid of our
wonderful assistante française, Vanessa,
our senior students have learned
the value of regular one-on-one oral
practices with feedback and correction
so that they are test-ready for their VCE.
Tim Macdougall
Languages Leader

Après le petit déjeuner, je monte
l’escalier à la salle de bains. Je me
brosse les dents et je m’habille dans
ma chambre. Ensuite je me prépare
mon sac d’école. Je quitte la maison
a huit heures et quart et je promène
vers l’arrêt de tram. D’habitude je vais
à l’école en tram mais quelquefois j’y
vais à pied. J’arrive à l’école à l’heure
tous les jours.
Les classes commencent à neuf
heures moins dix. L’école finit à quinze
heures et vingt de l’après-midi.
Après l’école je vais en tram vers
ma maison. D’habitude je rentre
ma maison à seize heures. Je fais
normalement mes devoirs et mange.
Parfois je fais la vaisselle aussi. À dixhuit heures je danser habituellement
jusqu’á vingt et un heures du soir.
Après de danser je me regarde la télé
avec ma mère. Nous aimons ‘SPACE
FORCE’ sur Netflix. Avant de coucher
je me brosse les dents et mettre mon
pyjama. À vingt-deux heures et demie
je me couche normalement. C’est une
journée typique de ma vie !
Quinn Simpson-Tuckey 9E

vimeo.com/473626361

Through the competition I
was exposed to vocabulary,
phrases and tenses I had not
yet encountered, adding to my

Ma journée typique
Alina’s imaginative detailing
of her daily routine

Les animaux bizarres! (l’année 8)
Though Year 8 students have spent months away from school, some early work creating des animaux bizarres shows creative flair.

Alina Ivanova, Year 9 French

vimeo.com/473671635
Terroquet
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Le Singre

L’élépardfette

Un Larafe

Le Manchaont

Perroquet Chameleon
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Inspiring S.T.E.M.+

S.T.E.A.M.
S.T.E.A.M. Team

WISE Competition winners in San Fransisco

What a crazy year this has been! We began
so normally but soon found ourselves
facing changes to every aspect of our lives.
Where would be, however, without the vital
contributions of the S.T.E.A.M. fields?

WISE - San Francisco trip

S – the sciences – our immunologists,
doctors, nurses, researchers, paramedics,
the list goes on
T – where would be without information
technology at this time? Much more
isolated certainly
E – the designing of improved ventilators,
medicines, processes – thank an
engineer!

We started off with our initial
Inspiring S.T.E.M.+ program in
conjunction with Laing O’Rourke
with a Kick-off breakfast followed by
an afternoon session. In this session
students met their presenters and
learned about different types of
roles in engineering. They then
got to practise some of these
jobs by designing, costing and
“constructing” a bridge, on time and
within budget!

Breakfast with Curie

WISE Competition winners in San Fransisco

In 2019, four MGC students
won the trip of a lifetime to San
Francisco after getting first place
in Monash University’s Women
in S.T.E.M. and Entrepreneurship
(WISE) competition. The girls had
an amazing time and got to meet
executives from Google, AirBnB,
Thunkable and the NASA Ames
facility. They got to pitch their ideas
at a big networking event also.
2020 Space Camp – Abort!

A – the arts have been our solace –
theatre and concerts online, music,
movies, Netflix! Craft!

We were so close to lift-off! 20
students and two staff were set to
leave for the 2020 Space Camp in
the last week of term 1. Two weeks
before and we had to cancel our
trip. Rest assured that as soon as
we can start travelling overseas, we
will start planning the next one! We
feel especially sad for those older
students who may not get another
chance to go.

M – maths has kept us informed – the
statistics, the graphs, the modelling, the
Reff-values.
I want to say a massive thank you to my
S.T.E.A.M. captains Eleanor, Rachel,
Maya, Nandini and the whole S.T.E.A.M.
team for their dedication and hard work in
a very difficult year.
Inspiring S.T.E.M.+

Wendy Keen
S.T.E.A.M Learning Specialist

Connected World-New for 2020

Tech Girls Competition
Despite not being able to meet in
person and the trials of isolation,
five amazing students have
completed an entry for the 2020
Techgirls Competition. The team,
called Breakfast with Curie, has
created an app called SafeSpot.
The team of Freya, Arabella,
Nandini, Gabrielle and Alex, had to
create an app, a business plan, a
demo video and a pitch video. The
team won the Victorian section of
the competition. Congratulations!
Lego League Challenge
– City Shaper 2019-2020
In November 2019, our two
Lego League teams travelled to
Swinburne KIOSC to compete in
our regional event. It was a great
day and we had some excellent
runs on the table and the project
presentations went really well.
We came away with two awards
– Robot Army won the Research
Award and Mindstormers won the
Strategy and Innovation Award
This year’s Lego League Challenge
is likely to be a virtual event with the
theme being sport and encouraging
activity. We have two teams ready
and waiting to get started on their
projects and coding. Good luck for
this season!

Lego League Winners 2019

Connected World-New for 2020
In 2020, we introduced Connected
World to all Year 7 students.
Students have been involved in
lots of coding activities as well
as learning about Cybersecurity,
using Micro:bits, 3D drawing and
using technology to tell stories. We
have been so impressed with the
skill development, creativity and
resilience our Year 7’s have shown.
Inspiring S.T.E.M.+
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Connected World-New for 2020
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Science

July 29, 2020

August 1, Again

I am up in the hydrosphere chilling
with my family and friends, but I am
bored. We have caught up on all the
gossip and done so many singalongs that I know each song forward
backward and sideways. A strong
gust of wind blew us over the desert
in central Australia and although I
enjoyed the ride, there isn’t much
water left to evaporate up around
here. My great uncle, Wally the 15th,
suggested I keep a diary, but this is
about all that has happened recently.
Oh, hang on, all the other droplets are
yelling about a gust of wind coming
our way. Maybe things will get a bit
interesting now.

Sorry I didn’t finish that entry; I was
too busy evaporating. First, I felt
the sun heating me up and then I
separated from my puddle and I
felt all the dirt leave me. I floated
weightlessly upwards and just relaxed.
Then I started to condensate. I hate
condensation. It is cold and you join
with all the other rain droplets and they
always want to chat which is annoying
when all you want is some peace and
quiet.
August 3, 2020

From Wally (the 22nd)

For the past couple of days, I’ve been
blown along by the wind and it has
been quite nice. I think that I will look
down now.

July 30, 2020

3 mins later, 2020

YES!!!! That gust of wind yesterday
blew us right across Australia and now
we are over a town. I think I see a line
of blue in the distance; maybe this
time I will finally get to see the Great
Barrier Reef. I think I forgot to mention
that yesterday, but it has been my
dream to see the Great Barrier Reef
since a guy named Tommy joined a
raindrop with me a few years back.
He had been part of the Great Barrier
reef for years and he spoke so lovingly
about all the fish and coral that I
vowed that someday I would get there.

WOW! I am right above the Great
Barrier Reef and my cloud is very
heavy. I think that my dream will finally
come true.

Yours Wistfully, Wally
P.S. Our cloud is getting heavy. I think
I’ll be precipitating soon.
July 31, 2020
We are currently experiencing
precipitation. I have always loved the
feeling of falling and knowing that
sooner or later you will hit something.
This is my second favourite part of the
water cycle. I’ve hit the ground and,
after a quick look around, have decided
that I am on a tarmac road in a small
town. I always get dirty on the roads but
at least something always happens as
opposed to when I am stuck in tanks in
the desert. I better go introduce myself
to the other rain drops.

Above - Year 8 Science Lolly Cakes

August 4, 2020
I AM DOWN IN THE GREAT BARRIAR
REEF!!!! It is even better than what
Tommy said. All the fish are lovely
except for the goldfish who is a bit
thick. The water is beautifully warm,
and I don’t think I ever want to leave.
August 4, 2023
It has been exactly 3 years since I
landed in the Great Barrier Reef and
despite it being lovely, I think I am
ready for a change. I allow myself to
rise to the surface and I am currently
evaporating. I don’t know where I
will go next, but I am sure it will be
interesting, and I am equally sure that
eventually I will end up back in the sea.
Hannah Jenney, 7C1

7PW - Create a creature - Cate Leopard

Science Videos

Wally
August 1, 2020

vimeo.com/453840407/1ffba17d2a

I’ve only been here for a day but
already I can feel the puddle shrinking
as my friends evaporate. As they
leave, they shout farewells, but I am
too exited to listen; soon I will be
evaporating.
vimeo.com/453840365/665accf700
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Above - Year 10 Biology - Annotated Cell Diagrams
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Year 7 - Remote Learning

Curricular
Performing Arts

What have students in Performing Arts been doing during
remote learning?

vimeo.com/showcase/7506872

VCE Music.
Congratulations to our year VCE Music students, who
have been continuing to rehearse, perform and complete
SACS on their instruments via video.
(please see images on following page 40)

Maxi

Year 9 AW
Year 9 Actors’ Workshop have been exploring being a
teenager, the stereotypes and the reality. They also had to
create an advertisement for a new product. Now they are
working in small groups on a TV show.

Alice
Lulu
Meera

Matilda

(please see video via QR code at left)
Year 7 Performance

2020 Performing Arts Iso Playlist
Compilation video compiled
remotely by students
vimeo.com/showcase/7506851

Freya

Clara

Nora

Year 10 Drama

Year 9 Actors Workshop

Year 7 Performance have been allocated a Capital City
to entice people to come visit once Covid restrictions are
lifted. They had to research their city and promote it by
creating a poster and an ad, and are now working in small
groups on a TV News Show.

Link and QR code also appears
on Year 9 Page

vimeo.com/showcase/7506894

vimeo.com/showcase/7506933

7L1: Melbourne
7L2: Sydney
7L3: Darwin
7R1: Hobart
7R2: Brisbane
A huge thank you to all our students and teachers for
adapting to Remote learning and we look forward to being
able to resume being able to share the culmination of
students’ work via live evening performances soon.

VCE DRAMA
Year 11 Drama
Year 10 Ensemble 2

Year 10 Ensemble 1

Year 10 Ensemble 4

Year 10 Ensemble 3

Anne Corry
Performing Arts Leader

VCE Year 11 & 12 mini solos

Year 11 Ensemble 3

Year 12 Drama

Year 9 Music

Year 9 Radio Task

The Year 9 Music class managed to squeeze in
a trip to Arts Centre Melbourne for a guided tour
of Hamer Hall and State Theatre in February.
Students went behind the scenes and discovered
what it takes for a large organization to put on
performances all year round. Pictured are Ashna
Sharma and Andi Vantriet trying on two very heavy
costumes from Opera Australia!

The Arts was the first industry to be affected by the pandemic,
and there is no doubt that it will be one of the last few industries
to recover post-Covid. Students were asked to investigate the
effects of the lockdown on the Arts industry, and to produce
their research creatively in the form of a radio program.

(Image above)
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vimeo.com/showcase/7506888

Year 11 Ensemble 2

(Image above)

Year 11 Ensemble 3

Year 12 Ensemble 1

Year 12 Ensemble 2

Year 12 Ensemble 3
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Curricular
Performing Arts
Laura

Instrumental Music

Year 11
Music

Charlotte

String Quartet

Abi

Kaitlyn

Suzy

Virani

Aimee

Kelly

Year 12 Music

Charlie

Jess

Lily

Viva

KEEP
CONNECTED
Remote lessons piano, cello, guitar and drums
Tiffany

Jocelyn

Daisy
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AND

PLAY
MUSIC

Grace

Anya
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ROLE

CAST 1

CAST 2

Annie

Sandu Mahapatuna

Violette Spataro

Pepper

Viv Carey

Chloe Johnstone

July

Jaeda Mcpherson

Kimmy Ngugen-Thoi

June

Eliza Scholes

Quinn Simpson-Tuckey

Duffy

Prudence Henderson

Zoe Elliot

Buffy

Bea James

Violet Peake

Tessie

Lily Major

Indie Bentley

Molly

Lead Orphans

Students showed resilience
and patience with this
year’s postponement of
our Musical Production of
“Annie” till 2021.
We look forward
to seeing you all in
2021 instead.
Anne Corry
Performing Arts Leader

Meera Datt

Ruby Scott

Miss Hannigan

Sophie Aston

Molly Rogerson

Grace

Darby Stoffel

Charlotte Dirkze

Lily

Beth Pert

Lily Hopkinson

Boylan Sisters

Amelia Simone, Lucy
Skelton & Georgina Tatham

Elsa Symons, Jemima
Kavanagh & Suzanne Tetaz

Eleanor Roosevelt

Evie Scott

Evie Scott

Star To Be

Georgia Clarke

Georgia Clarke

Warbucks

Meredith Ross-James

Abi Williams

Rooster

Bella Measham-Park

Genevieve Flugge

Drake

Emma Naismith

Felicity Edmondson

President

Jade Johnson

Campbell Perkins

Bert Healy-Radio Host

Anna Fujhihara

Ophelia Murray

Radio Sfx

Charlotte Carney

Charlotte Carney

CABINET MINISTERS
Kalternborn

Lee Stroud

Lee Stroud

Ickes

Claudia Mountjouris

Claudia Mountjouris

Perkins (Female)

Luiza Souza Alberti

Luiza Souza Alberti

Hull

Asha Robinson

Asha Robinson

Morganthau

Ava Morison

Ava Morison

Howe

Maya Somerville

Maya Somerville

Mrs Pugh (Chef)

Bridget Hulls

Bridget Hulls

Mrs Greer

Claudia Van Vliet

Claudia Van Vliet

Cecille

India Warren-Smith

India Warren-Smith

Annette

Madeleine O’Bryan

Madeleine O’Bryan

Sid

Jayda Young

Jayda Young

Gladys

Tilda Fitzgerald

Tilda Fitzgerald

Eddie

Porscha Rotty

Porscha Rotty

Sophie

Monique Selcuk

Monique Selcuk

Agnes

Samia O’Riley

Samia O’Riley

Al-Apple Seller

Sophie Hunter

Sophie Hunter

Bundles

Hannah Jukes-Frere

Ava den Elzen

Police Officer Ward

Lee Stroud

Lee Stroud

Police

Alice King & Macy Tyrrell

Alice King & Macy Tyrrell

Dog Catcher

Olivia Simpson

Olivia Simpson

We would like
to especially
acknowledge the
following year
12 students who
auditioned and were
cast in Term 1 and
thank them for all
their contributions
to the Performing
Arts at MGC. “The
sun will come out
tomorrow…it’s only
a day away”.

Amelia

Bella

Emma

Lucy

Luiza

Meredith

Lily

Anna

Georgina

Molly

Sophie

Ophelia

LEAD SERVANTS

HOOVERITES
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Hanna
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Environment
Team

We are in the midst of a global
pandemic but as our MGC
Environment Team knows all too
well, that is not the only crisis our
world is facing. After monumental
success in previous years including
our “Zero Waste to Landfill” and
“Carbon Neutral Action plan”
beginning last year, winning the
Zayed Future Energy Prize grant
and so much more, our team
started off the year in the perfect
position to hit the ground running.
When we were all sent home
for the safety of our community,
our committed and passionate
members decided that we weren’t
going to let this year slip by us.
There’s simply too much on the line.
With the clock ticking on the climate
crisis, species extinction increasing
at an alarming rate, and the war on
waste a growing issue, the MGC
Enviro Team (equipped with more
time than ever) have been playing
our part on and off school grounds.
Not only have we continued to
meet every Wednesday lunchtime,
but we have continued on with
projects surrounding fast fashion,
biodiversity (restoration of the
murnong garden), waste, our
climate footprint and we have
supported organisations on the
ground making a difference. We
have continued to inspire grassroots
action by hosting our annual pedal
cinema as part of the Sustainable
Living Festival, which combined
community stalls, workshops and
sustainable foods and of course,
a carbon neutral screening of the
Lorax!

Solar PV Fun

Murnong Work

It was great that our efforts were
recognised by Sustainability Victoria
when our team won Resource
Smart Schools Community
Leadership Award! All of these
efforts would not have been
possible without the tireless work
of our sustainability inspiration and
teacher leaders Mr Vance and Ms
McIntosh. Together, our school is
striving to become the best leader
of sustainability we can be and
although we know there is always
so much more to do, we are proud
of how far we’ve come. To think
that the site MGC stands on was
once a landfill polluting our precious
river! Together we are creating a
wave of change that we will ripple
not only through our school or our
community but across Australia!

Nest
Boxes

Paula

Bins

2020 has been a wake-up call to
many of us and an evident example
of treating a crisis for the threat it is.
As students, it is our future on the
line and the decisions that are made
today will impact all of us tomorrow.
We know we need things to change
and having such an incredible team
of people who can make you laugh
and smile and inspire hope for the
future makes it that much easier to
act and enjoy the journey until we all
live in a world where people and the
planet are put first.

Sustainable Futures

Lush Sponsorship

Lucy Skelton
Environment Captain
Face to face teaching marine biology
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Outdoor ed
Link to Years 9 & 10 Passion Projects

Open camera on phone,
hover over code to link to videos.
vimeo.com/showcase/mgc-oed2020

What has Outdoor Education looked like under
COVID-19?
This is a very good question and one that required the
Outdoor Education teachers (Ms Lucas, Ms Meads and Mr
Childs) to put some creative thought towards. Teachers,
along with collaborating with our amazing students,
managed to put a few activities together.
The themes of being adaptable, persevering and
embracing challenge are all concepts already taught
through outdoor education camps and curriculum, so it’s
been very interesting and admirable to see the way that
our students have taken on the challenges that we have all
faced this year.
In 2020 MGC Outdoor Education students participated
in a range of online outdoor curriculum activities:
Virtual class campfire and sharing stories
Creating outdoor-inspiration mood boards
Creating artworks from nature
Nature appreciation and reflection

Year 9 and 10 students participated in a range of
“Passion Projects” where students had agency over a
creative project. Students learnt and developed new
skills such as skateboarding, slacklining, and mountain
biking, and many students chose to research future
outdoor adventures that they were planning!
(Please check QR code on previous page to link to
Passion Projects via phone or web)
Some students also got very hands on and fixed their
bikes, and built birdboxes and vegetable gardens.
So, as you can tell, outdoor education at MGC in 2020
and through remote learning has still very much been alive
and well, despite the challenges faced. Although I think it’s
fair to say we all can’t wait to get back out in a tent or on a
surfboard and explore Victoria’s special places soon!
Dan Childs
Outdoor Education Teacher

Meditation and yoga
Virtual bushwalking in the Alpine National Park using
Google Earth
Virtual visit to the National Surf Museum
Getting outside on bikes, skateboards, runs and walks
and uploading Flipgrid videos of students’ mini covid-safe
adventures
Class excursions individually and then meeting up on
Teams video call to share experiences and learnings
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This year the Melbourne Girls’
College library saw the outside
brought inside with our incredible
green garden wall. To the surprise
of many students, this wall is in fact
made up of very real plants! The soft
trickle of the watering system and the
lush green foliage have made for a
very relaxing reading spot.

The
Diversity
Team

If nothing else, this year has reminded
us how precious nature is and how
enjoyable it can be to escape into
the pages of a good book. While
our library books mostly stayed on
our shelves, our online collection of
eBook and audiobooks were being
borrowed at an incredible rate. While
not exactly what we expected, this
provided a great opportunity for the
MGC community to become familiar
with our eResource collection.

The Diversity Team celebrated its
third year in 2020, as well as braving
its first pandemic with two Year 11
Co-Captains at the helm! This year
has certainly been an interesting
and unpredictable year for Diversity,
but throughout these times we
have provided safe and welcoming
environments for all members of the
MGC community. Despite the loss of
the much-anticipated Harmony Day
Assembly, team members (from Year
7 all through to Year 12) and Teacher
Head Ms Day, have remained
resilient and supportive throughout,
keeping Diversity Team the closeknit group it has always been.

The Library

2020 also saw the establishment
of our Library Writers’ Club. The club
was off to a great start in term one,
and while we have had to put club
meetings on hold, we are looking
forward to picking up again where
we left off.
Beth Barass
Library Assistant
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Be it our cozy regular meeting
space in Room 103, or our virtual
Microsoft Team’s Page (blessed
by Blueberry the Bunny’s adorable
photos, courtesy of Ms Day!)
Thursday lunchtimes have remained
a welcoming space for everyone, full
of students eager to make the world
a better and more accepting place.
Our Team has managed a calendar
throughout the year, covering various
events and spreading awareness of
them - some examples include our
popular IDAHOBIT video, posters of
prominent Indigenous Australians on
school TV’s for Reconciliation Week
and awareness messages on the
significance of religious celebrations
such as Eid and Ramadan. We
are also excited to appreciate and
celebrate the rescheduled NAIDOC
week in November.
In addition, the Team strengthened
the connection with the lovely
International Students Captains
Anna and Daisy, to tackle issues of
discrimination. This was especially

poignant in regards to the rise of
racism towards students in the
aftermath of COVID-19. We relish in
collaborating on initiatives to further
support International Students in
the MGC and wider communities.
Despite the unforeseeable
circumstances, the Diversity Team’s
virtual response to significant
changes and sporadic returns to
school are all part of what made
this year unique and memorable.
We love coming together each
week and providing a space for
discussion, support and celebration
of everyone’s unique diversity.
Going forward, we are looking
forward to continuing to support
the MGC community and make
the Diversity Team a vibrant and
encouraging environment that
invites all to participate and make
a difference in causes they are
passionate about.
Myrah Shahid
and Ruby Upfield
Diversity Co-Captains

Sylvan Dorney
Library Leader
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Visual Arts

After Lichtenstein by Ruby Monro 8G

Famous Artwork Chatterbox
by Jenna Nguyen Year 9

Homeless Shelter Design by Ella Bryant

Typographic Dice by Grace Sim Unit 2 VCD
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Image from Year 12 Film by Mia Bui

After Picasso
by Ella Sorensen 8G

Coloured pencil, Wet media acetate and oil paint by Molly Wigley Studio Arts Unit 3

Cyber Serpent Film by Casey Nguyen

Image from Year 12 Film by Ophelia Murray
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International
Students
YES we survived!
This year, the International Student Program (ISP)
welcomed 8 Chinese, 3 Vietnamese and 1 Indonesian
student to our community. Given the circumstances,
it is unfortunate for the new girls as they haven’t been
able to join many school events and activities as usual.
However, we are proud to see them trying their best
and adapting very well with the new environment.

2020 has been a tough year. Despite all the
challenges the pandemic has brought to us, we have
experienced an extraordinary year full of togetherness
and perseverance. Although we are far from home,
with the efforts from the teachers, with care from our
families and friends, and with our own persistence,
we have learnt to fight against loneliness and fear,
giving us the courage and confidence to stay here
and pursue our goals in our study. As part of the
international students, we know that “the best is yet
to come”. Staying strong and being optimistic towards
future are everything we need to do. Just like what
Helen Keller said, “Keep your face to the sunshine
and you cannot see a shadow.”
Anna Cheung and Daisy Huang (Below)
International Student Leaders

2020 has been particularly challenging. Living away
from families at times can be very overwhelming for our
international students. However, instead of seeing this
as “a terrible year”, the girls together have turned that
around into something we all can be proud of – “Yes,
we can do it”. During the remote learning period,the
ISP has created a virtual network to create a sense of
connection and community. The “theme of the week”
idea has been very well-received by our students.

Jessi Chang
Bake-Off Competition
Jessie joined Bake-Off
Competition with her
homestay and won for
the runner-up position.
Congratulations Jessie and
her homestay for their great
team effort! On the bright
side of this challenging year,
spending more time together
at home definitely has
strengthened Jessi’s relationship with her homestay. It’s so great
to see they have found new hobby to enjoy their time together.
Jillian LI Year 11
Bake-Off Competition
Jillian embarked on her baking adventure with her fabulous
raspberry and mango mousse cake

We really want to recognize our international students’
resilience and persistence during this difficult time.
We would like to acknowledge the huge efforts of
the International Student Captains, Anna and Daisy.
They have done an amazing job to support their fellow
international students. Certainly, this could not have
happened without the dedicated support from our host
families and overseas parents. We would like to take
this opportunity to thank them all.
If education is about being ready for life’s challenges,
these young girls have already proven they could do
it brilliantly, especially our Year 12 students. We are
incredibly proud of their efforts in making the most out
of this difficult situation to create cherished memories
for their final year. It has been our pleasure to witness
their journey at MGC and we wish them happiness and
success on their next adventure into the future.

Bake-Off Competition

No turning back

Mia Bui Year 12
The art of resilience

I have been looking through my phone photos and
unsurprisingly, all those with people and scenery
were taken last year, while this year, it had just been
screenshots and stuff downloaded online. This year has
been tough, really, but in a way, it is also a chance for
us to take a breather, look back at our lives, appreciate
what we have and cherish the only chance in a while to
be home 24/7 with family. And before you even notice,
this will be long gone, you will get back to that hectic life
with no turning back.
So enjoy the present and keep looking forward, let’s all
get through this :)

Jielei Cui, International Student Program Leader
Angie Ho, International Student Program Assistant

Anonymous Year 11 International Student

A blossom tree blooms next to a dried faded plants.
Two distinguish conditions of nature just like two
different sides of a human being. We might be
blooming blossoms, but in some days we might be this
wall. It is absolutely normal to feel like this sometimes
because you are a human being. Everything has its
reasons. Sometimes things need to be balanced again.
In this pandemic situation, you would find difficulties to
keep your hard work process stable, be resilience like
this blossom tree, blooming over those hardship and
obstacle in your life. Just like Jaeda Dewalt said that
‘’when we learn how to become resilience, we learn
how to embrace the beautifully broad spectrum of
human experience’’. Rise like this rose, be resilience to
overcome your hardship.

Year 11 Class Photo
Year 12 EAL

Casey Nguyen
Spring
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Year 12 Camp
Sylvia, Angelica, Daisy, Michelle and Jane

Year 12 Camp
Sylvia Wei and Selina Jin

Year 12 EAL Class Photo

Year 12 Camp
Rachel, Selina Zhou and Selina Wang
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The 24th year of 414 Squadron at
Melbourne Girls’ College brought
with it excitement and intrigue as the
plans and goals for the Squadron
in 2020 were firmly established.
However, due to the impact of
COVID-19, 414 Squadron has
had to adapt to the everchanging
circumstances that 2020 has
brought with it.
Despite school closures and
adjustments to remote learning,
Monday night parades turned
to virtual afternoon check ins:
providing an ample time for cadets
spanning Years 8 to 12 to connect
and socialise, albeit through the
computer screen.
Pushing through the struggles
this year has brought, 414
managed to set up and
run events adhering to
the social distancing
and remote learning
guidelines.

Happy Birthday via ‘Teams’ to Commanding
Officer FLTLT(AAFC) Howlett

Australian
Air Force
Cadets

Who wore it best? 414 Squadron Mask Show & Tell

Happy Birthday to the CO! Despite
Stage 4 restrictions, 414 was
still able to wish Commanding
Officer FLTLT(AAFC) Howlett a
happy birthday in August over
Microsoft Teams. Without his effort
in establishing 414 Squadron 24
years ago and continual work
in developing the squadron, the
connections, skills, friends and
learning we have made through the
Australian Air Force Cadets Program
could not have been possible. While
the singing over video-call may
have been a little out of synch and
off-tune, the cadets of 414 squadron
wish the Commanding Officer a
prosperous future into 2021.
Moving forward into 2021 (the
25th year of Cadets at MGC!), we
cannot wait to see what the future
Cadets bring to the program at
MGC. Hopefully looking like a more
complete program in 2021, we are
eager to welcome a new intake of
fresh Cadets who are ready and
interesting in developing themselves
in areas of leadership, practical
skills and teamwork, and welcome
back the returning cadets that can
further solidify themselves in areas
of instruction, confidence and
organisation. Thanks to everybody
who contributed to 414 Squadron
in 2020 and made the program as
effective as possible on the new
platform. Here’s to a brighter and
successful 25th year of Cadets at
414 Squadron!

Health
& PE

Trevor Howlett,
Commanding Officer,
414 Squadron AAFC

Due to the cancellation of the
ANZAC Day Parade marching
through Melbourne CDB, 414
represented the event by candlelight
vigil on the morning of April 25th.
Saluting when ‘The Last Post’
played over radio, the momentous
event was marked in individual
remembrance of the Australian and
New Zealand Army Corps of the
First World War.

Practising Knots in Fieldcraft Proficiency

414 Squadron in 2019

Who wore it best? Following the
DHSS implementation of mask
wearing in Victoria to prevent
the spread of COVID-19, 414
SQUADRON opted to hold a coolest
mask show-and-tell, cadets sporting
their own amazing face coverings
that were now mandatory when
leaving home!
414 Squadron on ANZAC Day in 2020
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“

Deep Blue Homes
Colours swirl in a haze and water stings my eyes,
as I drift down to sand the sun shines on endless blue
while the goldfish plays, I’ll catch you

the humanities…give us
hope in the moments of
struggle and…bring us
together when nothing
else will”.

The Aviso was established in March 2020 by the Humanities
Team as a section of the MGC Newsletter dedicated to
publicising the creative work of students, and forging a
deeper connection between the student body and the larger
school community. An aviso is a naval watercraft deployed to
despatch messages, and The Aviso aims to fulfil a similar role
of messenger. The Aviso is created and managed entirely by
students, with the assistance of staff. Fortnightly editions of The
Aviso have showcased literary and artistic work from all year
levels, presented in a range of mediums. In Semester 2, The
Aviso began to invite submissions from MGC Alumnae, future
MGC students attending local primary schools, and students
from a range of girls’ secondary schools in Melbourne. In
addition, Hannah Benhassine of year 10 and Rania Widjanarko
of year 11 joined The Aviso as cadets, and they will continue
The Aviso in an editorial capacity in 2021. The pieces displayed
here are all from current and past MGC students, and have
been featured in various editions of The Aviso.

Former First Lady Michelle Obama

This statement
endowed with
new meaning
given that we
have found solace
and expression in
various realms of
the humanities.

Humanities
The Humanities Team organised a range of in-person and
online events. The Aviso was launched in the MGC Newsletter
as a medium for showcasing the creative work of students.
We were also grateful to host The Hon. Ms. Ellen Sandell MP,
Deputy Leader of the Victorian Greens, who gave an inspiring
speech for International Women’s Day. During Law Week,
students joined an online Q&A panel of six legal professionals,
four of whom are MGC alumnae. Shivani Pillai, Phoebe Dunn,
Karina Popova, Suzie Rule, Alexandra Yorston & Phoebe
Rahn generously imparted their wisdom. MGC developed its
first entry to the ANZAC Day Schools’ awards, a competition
run by the Department of Veterans’ Affairs. MGC’s entry is
an anthological booklet encapsulating experiences of WWII
– presented through photographs and personal accounts.
The online Philosophy Club was led by a trio of co-leaders.
The Club held fortnightly meetings and created philosophical
information sheets. Students also met at monthly Humanities
Club meetings. The Humanities Team is grateful to the many
staff who have supported this year’s programs.
Xara Hudson,
Humanities Captain

Below and on the facing page are exerpts from ‘The Aviso’

Xara Hudson
Humanities Captain / Editor, The Aviso

Palm trees welcome me from above
whilst coral beckons me on downwards.
I choose to go down, till the sun barely shines
I choose to go deeper, from sky to dark to navy now sapphire.
The trench falls in to sight, my destination has arrived.
Swallowed by darkness, my companions brighten.
They twinkle like stars with their blinding light,
am I in the deep or up in space?
Lights wink in my eyes.
Shimmering scales reflect the light.
Sky blue water is my home
in the warm sunlight zone.
Brain coral gives me a test,
while fan coral cools me down.
Dolphins and I play hide ‘n’ seek,
Octopus teaches me acrobatics.
Oh! Home sweet home.
Anushka Jha, Year 7

Being

Beach

I find it so strange, being so restricted, but my time so free
more freedom than we allow ourselves ever to have
we can’t do very much yet we find we can do anything
no obligations, no pressure
except to stay home and keep to ourselves
in this time of quiet and stillness
time feels more and more like an illusion
a means in which to put pressure on ourselves and each other
to do the best, to have the best, to be the best
and yet sometimes, all we can do is just
be
and maybe for now that’s enough

I watch the gulls fly onto the shore
Hear the waves crash and roar
I drink the salty coastline breeze
And feel the sand against my feet
Broken glass shimmers and gleams
The lull of the ocean makes me serene
I wish I could stay here forever and ever
Nothing could possibly be any better

Olivia Ingle - Class of 2015
The City of Melbourne
Judy Liu, Class of 2015

Taya Holland,
Humanities Vice-Captain

Quotes of the Watch
“Life is tough, but guess what, YOU ARE TOUGHER.”

I frolic along, looking for shells
Some are plain, some shine like bells
I suddenly find one that catches my eye
Oh, it’s just a crab scuttling by.
I rush to the ocean to take a dip.
And catch the waves as they rip.
My seaside trip has come to an end
But now the beach is my best friend
Meera Datt, Year 7

Lily Bartram, Year 7
“I was reading the dictionary.
I thought it was a poem about everything.”
Stephen Wright
“I would like to be remembered as someone who
used whatever talent she had to do her work
to the very best of her ability.”
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Clockwise from bottom Xara Hudson Phoebe Rahn Karina Popova
Alexandra Yorston
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Untitled
Livia Cotronea-Bennett, Year 7

The Quill
Aanya Ranjan, Year 7

Crew L-R: Xara Hudson, Rania Widjanarko, Hannah Benhassine
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It has been another enormous year for
the philanthropy club at MGC. However,
when your primary source of fundraising
is bake stalls and casual clothes days,
how to continue to raise funds and
spread awareness in an online world?
The answer? You get creative! The
philanthropy team proved they were up to
the challenges that 2020 threw at them by
continuing to find new and exciting ways to
support charities and spread awareness to
the whole school community!
As is tradition, the philanthropy club
began the year by supporting the
Leukemia Foundation’s World Greatest
Shave campaign with an astonishing 15
students braving the shave and raising over
$25,000!! A new school record! Jay Vogel,
our middle school captain and Darby
Wells, our middle school Vice-Captain
both shaved their heads and said of the
experience “knowing that the money we
have raised and the hair we have donated
has gone to an incredibly strong person or
family battling Leukemia is truly the most
amazing feeling”.

Philanthropy
As the school pivoted to remote learning
in term 2, the whole school caught
‘bird brain’ fever! Again, this year MGC
participated in the RCD Bird Brain
competition, where students used their
brains to help battle against paediatric
brain cancer through quick trivia games.
Vice-Captain Saskia Junge said, “We did
extremely well, absolutely annihilating all
other competition and earning over 42,000
points, an amazing effort!” The school was
able to celebrate our triumph with casual
clothes day and a zoom meeting with RCD
Foundation’s founder Liz Dawes on the last
day of term 2.

Photo from Youth in Philanthropy Meeting

Zoom Meeting visit
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Photo of Certificate 2020

Term 3 has been busy with the year 7’s
participating in a house challenge for the
MS Readathon with over 100 books read
and over $1000 raised! The MS Readathon
helps kids who have a parent suffering
with Multiple Sclerosis. This was the first
year that year 7’s have participated in
this challenge but it’s sure to become
another new favourite amongst the school
community! Term 3 also played host to
Connor’s Run for the RCD Foundation
with members of the school community
choosing to ‘run their way’ by committing
to a physical challenge for September.
Vice-Captain Saskia Junge has pledged to
run 100 kms over the month of September!
What an effort!
The Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation
‘Youth in Philanthropy’ program also
switched to an online space with 5 year
10 students hosting video meetings with
3 charities of their choice and distributing
$10,000 amongst them. They had the
chance of meeting with organisers
from Australian Youth Climate Coalition,
the Australian Marine Mammal Group
Conservation and Foodbank Victoria to
discussing their charities and upcoming
projects. Members of the program noted
“that it was an invaluable opportunity
to empower ourselves as young female
leaders and be inspired by the incredible
work that these amazing charities have
been doing in unprecedent times. It was
a privilege to work together and be held
responsible for such as large sum of
money that can make a real impact in
supporting environmental causes”.
Senior School philanthropy Captain
Scarlett Cuthbertson sums up the year
best when she says, “although this year
has had its challenges, as a team we
have been able really band together and
work hard. We were still able to fundraise
incredible amounts for various causes, but
we have also had to look for different ways
to help, like getting our weekly takeaway
from amazing social enterprises (search
Free to Feed!). It has been a great year for
Philanthropy, and I can’t wait to hear what
the team gets up to next year!”
Bring on 2021!
Claire Tudor
Philanthropy Leader

Eva 2

Faiza

The philosophy club was reinstated
in March this year with Xara Hudson
and Meredith Ross-James as
members of the founding executive.
Later Sophie Quinn joined the
executive to replace Meredith who
left us to move back to family in
New Zealand. Due to the impact
of COVID19 the club has had to
hold meetings in blended or online
format, but this has not dampened
enthusiasm for club events and
we have had a steadily growing
membership which at present
stands at 25 not including the
executive team.
We decided that topics for
discussion would be determined
on a weekly basis and guided by
the interests of club members.
Reading and viewing materials were
curated by our executive and sent
out ahead of fortnightly meetings
by email for participants to view and
read prior to meetings. We have had
discussions on a very wide range of
topics with lots of participation from
group members and students who
just came along for a single meeting.
Topics we covered include:
•

Ontological classification:
Is tea soup?

•

Feminist philosophy:
Do you think men and women
should perform different roles
in society?

•

Political philosophy:
Is democracy damaged when
unintelligent people are allowed
to vote?

•

Metaphysics:
Are we living in a simulation?

•

Ethics:
Two gnawing ethical problems

•

Value theory: Could there
be a world without money?

•

Determinism: Is fate real?

Meredith Ross-James

Jay

All meetings involved a high
standard of discussion with many
insightful and original points being
made, but there were also ample
opportunities for fun and a good
smattering of philosophical humour.
We look forward to many more
opportunities for discussion during
the rest of the year!

Philosophy
This year, the Philosophy Club was
relaunched with new members,
new leaders and on an entirely new
platform. A large range of questions
have been asked throughout the
year resulting in a flurry of thought
and discussion. Our infamous
first meeting was spent debating
whether tea was a soup, while our
most recent meetings have been
spent debating whether fate is real
and how a world without money
would function. Most meetings
have been held on Microsoft
Teams, which has provided ample
opportunity for our members to
quickly source tea and soup. During
the short midyear spell in which
some of us returned to school,
meetings took place in the notably
cubic Room 112, in which we all sat
before a lone laptop plugged into
the projector and yelled at it.
I am grateful to Dr Thompson for
his continuous assistance with
the Philosophy Club, as well as
Meredith Ross-James and Sophie
Quinn with whom I have led the
Club. When Meredith left for New
Zealand in the middle of the year,
Sophie joined on. The Philosophy
Club was founded five years ago,
and I hope that it continues to run
for five more years - and much
longer.
Xara Hudson
Humanities Captain

Philosophy club allowed to me
think deeper into topics I hadn’t
even considered. In the first ever
meeting I went to, the question
‘Is tea a soup?’ was proposed.
Being my first session I didn’t
really understand why people were
getting heated about ‘proper soup’,
but I did know that tea is not soup.
Part way throughout the call we did
a poll and 27% of people thought
that tea was soup! The opinions of
every person varied which meant
that brilliant points were said,
including the point that tea may in
fact NOT be a soup but a broth (I
totally agree). I feel that everyone
left the call developing new (and
unusual) questions about the tea
debate.
Sophie Quinn
Race issues may also be less
related in society, as there isn’t as
many restrictions or disadvantages
to people of colours.
Brooklin Bouphasavanh on if money
was abolished

Here are a few thoughts from our
executive and members.
At right is a photo from our most recent
meeting. We look forward to having you
come along next time we meet.
Luke Thompson
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The 2019/20 rowing season was
exciting, challenging, rewarding and
ultimately, deeply frustrating.
MGC rowers embraced the
challenges of learning to scull,
dealt with bushfires interrupting the
senior and summer camps, won
state titles, and were excited to
once again be competitive at major
regattas.

Winning

After winning numerous heats at
Head of Schoolgirls, our rowers
were extremely excited about
what they could achieve at the
regatta. However, like many
events, COVID intervened after
the conclusion of the first day’s
racing and this spelled the end
of the regatta season with the
national championships cancelled
soon after. Sadly, our club was
also unable to schedule our end of
season dinner or celebrations.

SSV

SSV 2

Despite this, our rowers have
innovated to manage the challenges
of commencing the 2020/21
season. With regular attendances
of seventy keen intermediate and
senior rowers tuning in for strength
and conditioning sessions online,
and thousands of kilometers of
running, cycling and ergometer
rowing being completed, our rowers
have worked hard to be prepared
for the season.

Our new Year 8 rowers have
also not been idle, with regular
attendance at online rowing
classes, and preparatory strength
and conditioning classes. It will be
an exciting day when they finally
have the opportunity to commence
rowing on the water.

Keeping our
practise up ...

Rowing
MGC rowing would like to
acknowledge the hard work of all
parents in supporting their children
through the challenging season,
as well as our extremely dedicated
coaching staff who worked tirelessly
to support and encourage the
rowers to pursue their personal best.
Sadly, at the end of the season
we have to say goodbye to our
dedicated Year 12 rowers, who
have committed to four years of
early mornings, late nights, and
countless races and training
sessions.

...in lockdown

Dinnertime
Bus

Congratulations to:
Sylvia Baroud, Milla Bornas, Maribel Cousins, Sarah Cuddy, Natasha Enriquez Tsilfidis, Monica Graham Perez,
Ruby Hughes, Athenie Kalos, Charlotte Marshall-Acheson, Claudia Moeschinger, Caitlin Power, Sunshine
Spencer, Lucia Stella, Veronique Villis and Lucy Vogel for your commitment and dedication to MGC rowing.

Quad

Hopefully you will continue with the sport as rowers and coaches into the future.
Glenn Fischmann
Director of Rowing

Teams 1
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On Friday 5th of June at lunchtime,
some Year 7 students who
attended school during the first
Remote Learning in Term 2 (Isha
Jain 7C1, Estelle Watkins 7C1, Orla
Brown Morrison 7R2 and Daisy
Daniels 7L3) got the honour to
announce and officially open the
Year Seven Courtyard!
We were walking quietly along the
corridor. Estelle was revising her
fabulous speech with Miss Miller.
We were finally walking down the
wooden stairs where we saw all the
teachers gathering around us.

The Foal

We went down to the new Year
7 Courtyard and Ms Robertson
passed us a pair of gold scissors.
The teachers took a photo and then
Isha, Daisy and Orla cut the ribbon.
We all ran through the cut ribbon
because we were so excited. We
took some nice photos of us sitting
on the benches and had running
races. We were all fighting over the
ribbon but we cut it into smaller
pieces so we all got to keep some
to remember the day.

Year 7

Courtyard

Estelle had the privilege of
announcing the opening of the
courtyard. She wrote a small
speech before Isha, Daisy and Orla
cut the ribbon. Once we cut the
ribbon, we all walked into the area
and started exploring. We weren’t
really sure if Year 7’s would even
use this area! But to our surprise,
all the Year 7’s sit there now.
It’s an extra safe space that we
have to ourselves. We’re really
thankful for the area.
On the first day back at recess
there was almost no one there
but by lunch there were so many
year sevens. Now the year seven
courtyard is so popular with
students full with chatter and
giggles. We all love the new
year 7 courtyard.
We hope that we can use courtyard
again when we return to school
(whether that is late Term 3 or start
of Term 4).

‘The Foal’
Donated to Melbourne Girls College by Camelia and Andrew Wilkinson February 2020
This Art Horse is one in a Collection of 50 horses commissioned by Art Horses Australia as part of an animal-art series to
generate artistic creativity, showcase local artists and to raise funds for violence free families charity organisation.
The uniquely painted and designed life-size foal sculpture was created and painted by Jakson Row who aimed to produce a
visual rhythm, morphing environment with circular twists and structures.
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Isha Jain 7C1
Daisy Daniels 7L3
Estelle Watkins 7C1
and Orla Brown Morrison 7R2
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2020 Staff Portraits
Mario
La Marca

Alison
Lam

Amanda
Lucas

Tim
Macdougall

Emma
McCowan

Ella
McDonald

Laura
Allen

Conor
Anderson

Desmond
Ang

Ingrida
Ansons

Andrew
Arney

Rebecca
Ashman

Beth
Barrass

Georgie
McGeechan

Paula
McIntosh

Maeghan
McKenzie

Kate
McLean

Rachel
Meads

Emily
Miller

Megan
Moat

Jeanette
Bathgate

Andrew
Beck

Martin
Berezdecky

Nunu
Bisogni

Simone
Bomar

Thomas
Bond

Jaymee
Booth

Kyle
Monaghan

Karen
Money

Lindy
Mumme

Amber
Munro

Jaime
Murcia

Thanh
Nguyen

Olivera
Nikolovska

Carol
Busetti

Ellyce
Calder

Ken
Callegari

Catriona
Cameron-Martin

Lisa
Cardamone

Susan
Carole Cole

Paul
Carter

Brooke
O’Callaghan

David
O’Callaghan

Mary-Anne
O’Callaghan

Shaunagh
O’Connell

Isabella
Oddi

Mella
Pescos

Christine
Piakis

Susanna
Castello

Lucy
Chen

Dan
Childs

Wen
Chin

Anne
Corry

Anna
Crosswhite

Jielei
Cui

Madeline
Rigoni

Rachel
Robertson

Lisa
Rosos

Kathlyn
Schipper

Bridgette
Scowen

Darren
Sellers

Lesley
Sims

Olivia
Day

Susan
De Jong

Sefija
Demirova

Sylvan
Dorney

Tonia
Douglas-Scarfe

Andrew
Doyle

Hazel
Etheridge

Patricia
Sklavakis

Angus
Smith

Alex
Steer

Fiona
Storrie

Isabella
Sword

Bridget
Tellefson

Entelia
Theodorou

Jordan
Evans

Louise
Excell

Andrew
Fero-Kovassy

Mei
Francis

Hannah
Geng

Nicole
Gibson

Katrina
Gu

Hamish
Thomas

Luke
Thompson

Carolina
Trujillo

Claire
Tudor

Harriet
Turnbull

Lenore
Twist

Stephanie
Valencia

Elizabeth
Hajzler

Leigh
Hanley

Peter
Hilton

Glen
Holland

Samone
Hosking

Brent
Houghton

Trevor
Howlett

Andrew
Vance

Catherine
Walkear

Christine
Wallace

Natasha
Walsh

Katelyn
Walters

Lukas
Willig

Robyn
Wilson - Rychner

Jo
Jepsen
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Jason
Kohlman

Chris
Jurgens

Emma
Kapoor

Sandor
Kazi

Anthony
Keen

Wendy
Keen

Brittany
Killer

Andrew
Wood

Veronique
Yan-Lung

Suzi
Yap

Antonia
Zerva

Not present:
MaryAnne Baldacchino, Kathryn Binding, Terence Donnelly, Roger
Dunscombe, Julia Edwards, Glenn Fischmann, Danielle Floyd, Zoe
Gurr, Les Gyori, Anthony Hicks, Angie Ho (Le Vi Ngan), Glen Holland,
Christine Lattin, Elizabeth Mayne, Wendy Murray, Johannes Opt Hoog
(John), Kevin Patterson, Mingming (Olina) Qu, Nancy Sandilands,
Lydia Sayer, Narelle Schmitt, Georgia Sotiriou and Elena Stirkul.
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